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We use a notion of chord diagrams to define their representations in Gauss diagrams of plane curves. This enables
us to obtain invariants of generic plane and spherical curves in a systematic way via Gauss diagrams. We define
a notion of invariants are of finite degree and prove that any Gauss diagram invariants are of finite degree. In this
way we obtain elementary combinatorial formulas for the degree 1 invariants J$ and St of generic plane curves
introduced by Arnold [1] and for the similar invariants J$
S
and St
S
of spherical curves. These formulas allow
a systematic study and an easy computation of the invariants and enable one to answer several questions stated by
Arnold. By a minor modification of this technique we obtain similar expressions for the generalization of the
invariants J$ and St to the case of Legendrian fronts. Different generalizations of the invariants and their relations
to Vassiliev knot invariants are discussed. ( 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. INTRODUCTION
Recent fundamental papers [1, 2] of Arnold attracted attention to the new aspects of
a well-known ‘‘old-fashioned’’ topological object- to the theory of plane curves. Arnold
studies the discriminant of singular curves in the space of immersions of an oriented circle
into the plane. The consideration of three different strata of this discriminant enables
Arnold to introduce three new basic invariants J`, J~ and St of generic plane curves.
Renomalized versions of J$ and St turn out [2] to be invariants of spherical curves.
The invariants J$ and St were introduced by Arnold axiomatically via their values on
some standard curves and their jumps under different deformations of a curve. Some
interesting explicit formulas for these invariants were obtained by several authors, see e.g.
[3, 10, 13]. Nevertheless, these expressions are rather complicated and treat the invariants
J$ and St separately and in quite different ways, missing a unifying and systematical approach.
Similar St-type invariants of multi-component curves were introduced earlier by Vas-
siliev in [12] under the name of indices of ornaments. However, their present description
and way of study is rather different from the one-component case and technique for joint
treatment of both one- and multi-component St-type invariants (needed for better under-
standing of their relations) seems to be missing.
A natural generalization of the invariants J$ to the case of Legendrian fronts (i.e. to
cooriented curves with cusps) was obtained by Arnold [2], who observed a far-going
relation of the theory of plane curves without direct self-tangencies to Legendrian knots.
This direction was developed and used later e.g. in [4, 5, 9]. The invariant St was generaliz-
ed to Legendrian fronts independently by Aicardi [3], who introduced it axiomatically, and
by the author [7] via explicit formulas explained in this paper.
Higher degree J`-type invariants were studied in [5] by translating the problem to the
language of Legendrian knots and studying the appropriate Vassiliev knot invariants. This
technique though does not extend to the treatment of St-type or mixed type invariants of
higher degree. To the best of our knowledge, no study of such invariants was done (and even
the definition of the invariants of finite type seems to be missing).
Apart from the relation of J`-theory to Legendrian knots, some other, at present almost
non-related, but highly suggestive relations between Arnold’s invariants and knot theory
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were observed, see e.g. [7, 11, 6]. The search of new relations and their better understanding
is of a serious importance for both knot theory and theory of plane curves.
This paper is an extended version of our earlier preprint [7]. We propose here an
elementary combinational way to produce and study different numerical finite-type invari-
ants of curves on surfaces in a systematical and unified manner. Our technique is well-suited
for both one- and multi-component curves and allows a parallel treatment of these cases.
The invariants are defined in terms of a simple combinational invariant of a curve—its
Gauss diagram. Gauss diagram of a curve present a natural rich source of invariants.
Indeed, it encodes all the information about the curve in an elementary fashion: it is
a complete invariant in the spherical case (and, taken together with the index, is a complete
invariant in the planar case). Moreover, from an abstract diagram one can recover a curve
on the surface of minimal genus in an essentially unique manner (up to homeomorphisms of
the surface). In our approach we count, with some signs and coefficients, the number of
different subdiagrams of Gauss diagram. We define the notion of finite-degree invariants of
curves and prove a fundamental fact that any such Gauss diagram invariants are of the
finite degree. The upper for the degree is shown to be half of the maximal number of chords
in the corresponding Gauss subdiagrams.
In particular, order 1 invariants J$ and St are obtained by counting an appropriate
2-chord subdiagrams. Vassiliev’s indices of ornaments are obtained in a similar way by
counting of the 2-chord subdiagrams for multi-component Gauss diagrams. Our approach
allows an easy computation of the invariants and enables one to answer several questions of
Arnold, e.g. about minimal and maximal values of St and its relation with J$, as well as
about the existence of additive non-local invariants. The formulas become even simpler for
spherical curves.
Our technique has an immediate generalization to invariants of Legendrian fronts. We
present Gauss diagram formulas for the invariants J$ of fronts in Section 7.5. In the same
fashion we introduce, in an explicit combinatorial way, an invariant St@ of Legendrian fronts
generalizing the invariant St of plane curves. We then show that the invariants J$ and St of
fronts can actually be expressed via the corresponding invariants of curves. This is done by
averaging the values of the invariants on curves obtained by different resolutions of cusps.
Motivated by a striking similarity of our formulas to the expressions obtained in [9] for
low-degrees Vassiliev knot invariants, we establish various relations of the finite-degree
invariants of curves to the Vassiliev knot invariants. We illustrate these relations on the
example of the Vassiliev invariant of degree 2. One of our constructions relate it to J~ and
St (soon after our preprint [7] appeared, a similar result was obtained in a different setting
by Lin and Wang [6]), while another leads to a new additive invariant of curves of degree 2.
In this note we restrict ourselves to the case of plane and spherical curves, though in
general our technique may be applied to curves on any (oriented) surface. Similar invariants
of curves on other surfaces will be studied elsewhere.
The paper is organized in the following way. In Section 2 we recall the basic facts about
the invariants J$, St and i
123
of planar and spherical curves following [1, 12]. Section 3 is
devoted to chord diagrams and their representations in Gauss diagrams. The explicit
formulas for J$, St and i
123
and their different corollaries, including the estimates for St
conjectured by Arnold, are stated in Section 4. The definition of finite-degree invariants of
curves and proof of the fundamental fact that any Gauss diagram invariants are of finite
type (with an explicit bound for the degree) are considered in Section 5. In the same section
we answer a question of Arnold about the existence of additive non-local invariants by
using our technique to generate examples. In Section 6 we establish various relations of
finite-order invariants of curves to Vassiliev knot invariants. The generalization of our
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Fig. 1. Strata D`, D~, DSt.
formulas to J$ invariants of fronts is given in Section 7. Along the same lines we introduce
the generalization of St to fronts, thus proving, in particular, its existence. We then express
the invariants J$ and St of fronts via the corresponding invariants of curves.
2. PLANE AND SPHERICAL CURVES AND INVARIANTS J`, J~, St, i
123
In this section we briefly review some of the results of Arnold (see [1] for details) and
Vassiliev [12].
2.1. Plane and spherical curves
By a generic n-component plane curve !) : (S1)nPR2 we mean an immersion of an
(ordered) collection of n oriented circles S1 into a plane R2 having only transversal double
points of self-intersection. Non-generic immersions form of discriminant hypersurface in the
space of all immersions (S1)nPR2. Three main (open) strata D`, D~ and DSt of the
discriminant for 1-component curves consist of immersions with all the transversal double
points except exactly one (a) direct self-tangency point: (b) inverse self-tangency point; and
(c) transversal triple point, respectively (see Fig. 1).
In the case of multi-component curves the discriminant can be subdivided depending on
whether the tangency or triple point belong to the same or different components. In what
follows, in the multi-component case we restrict ourselves to the study of stratum Di. This
(open) stratum consists of generic immersions with one triple point where all three intersect-
ing branches belong to different components of !.
Spherical curves (S1)nPR2 and the corresponding strata of discriminant are defined in
the similar way. Further we will refer 1-component plane curves just as curves and will
explicitly mention the number of components or the surface on which the curve lies
otherwise.
2.2. Coorientation of the discriminant
As shown in [1], there is a natural coorientation of the main strata D$, DSt of
discriminant, i.e. a choice of one (called positive) of the two parts separated by a stratum in
a neighborhood of any of its points. Near a singular curve with a direct or inverse
self-tangency point the coorientation is easy to indicate: the part with a larger number of
double points is positive. A coorientation of the stratum DSt is more tricky. It is determined
by a sign of a vanishing triangle formed by the three branches of a curve close to a singular
curve with a triple point. This sign is defined in the following way. The orientation of the
curve determines the orientation of vanishing triangle via cyclic ordering of its sides, as
illustrated in Fig. 2. Denote by q the number of sides where this orientation coincides with
the orientation of the curve. The sign of vanishing triangle is defined to be (!1)q.
The coorientation of the stratum Dt for multi-component curves was defined by
Vassiliev [12]. Consider a singular curve !3Dt with an intersection t of 3 different
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Fig. 3. Perestroikas.
Fig. 2. Signs of vanishing triangles.
components !
i
, !
j
and !
k
, i(j(k. A generic curve obtained from the one above by
pushing the component !
k
off t lies on the positive side of Di, iff the frame of tangents to
!
i
and !
j
in t defines the same orientation as the frame which consists of tangent to !
k
and
the direction of movement of !
k
. This definition can be easily modified to a form similar to
the one for DSt.
LEMMA 2.1. „he coorientation of Dt is determined by the sign of vanishing triangle of
curves close to Di, where the sign is defined in the following way. „he ordering i(j(k of
three components creating the vanishing triangle determines its orientation. ‚et q be the
number of sides on which this orientation coincides with the orientation of the curve. „he sign
of vanishing triangle is defined to be (!1)q.
2.3. Invariants J$ and St of plane curves
A (generic) regular isotopy !
t
: S1][0, 1]PR2 of plane curves intersect the dis-
criminant in a finite number of points of the strata D`, D~, DSt described above (Fig. 1).
Changes of a generic curve when it experiences such an intersection are called perestroikas
and are illustrated in Fig. 3.
Note that there is a natural choice of sign for each perestroika determined by the
coorientations of D$, DSt; e.g. perestroikas depicted in Fig. 3 are positive.
Invariants J`, J~, S of regular homotopy classes of generic plane curves were introduc-
ed in [1]. These invariants are additive with respect to connected sum of curves and
independent of the choice of orientation for the curve. J$ and St are defined by their
behavior under different perestroikas and the normalization.
Note, that the space of all immersions S1PR2 is not-pathwise connected: it has
Z connected components enumerated by the Whitney index. The index (or rotation ''
number) of a curve is the degree of Gauss map, mapping a point on the curve to the
direction of the positive tangent vector in this point. Thus, to define the normalization of J$
and St we have to specify their values on some standard curve for each value of index.
J$ and St are completely defined by the following properties:
Property 2.2. J` does not change under an inverse self-tangency or triple-point peres-
troikas but increases by 2 under a positive direct self-tangency perestroika.
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Fig. 4. Standard curves of indices 0, $1, $22 .
Property 2.3. J~ does not change under a direct self-tangency or triple-point peres-
troikas but decreases by 2 under a positive inverse self-tangency perestroika.
Property 2.4. St does not change under self-tangency perestroikas but increases by
1 under a positive triple point perestroika.
Property 2.5. For the curves K
i
, i"0, 1, 22 of indices $i depicted in Fig. 4,
J`(K
0
)"0, J~(K
0
)"!1, St (K
0
)"0
J`(K
i`1
)"!2i, J~(K
i`1
)"!3i, St(K
i`1
)"i (i"0, 1, 22).
The invariants J$ and St are independent of the orientation of curves and are additive
with respect to the connected sum of curves.
2.4. Invariants J$ and St of spherical curves
For generic curves on a sphere S2 one may define similar invariants J$
S
and St
S
in the
following way.
Let ! : S1PS2 be a generic spherical curve. Cut out a point a in the complement of
! and consider !LS2Ca:R2 as a planar curve. Denote by ind
a
(! ) its index and by J$
a
(! ),
St
a
(! ), the values of J$ and St, respectively. It was shown by Arnold, that the combinations
J$
S
(! )"J$
a
(!)#1
2
ind
a
(!)2, St
S
(!)"St
a
(! )!1
4
ind
a
(! )2
do not depend on the choice of a3S2CC and are, therefore, invariants of the spherical
curve !.
2.5. Invariant i
123
of multi-component curves
So-called index of ornaments i
123
was introduced by Vassiliev [12], who denoted it the
originally by i
12
: we choose our notation to stress its symmetry. This is an invariant of
3-component curves !"!
1
X!
2
X!
3
defined by an explicit formula (counting with signs the
indices of crossings !
1
W!
2
with respect to !
3
). However, to show its similarity to St, we
modify Vassiliev’s definition in the spirit of Section 2.3, i.e. via its behavior under different
types of perestroikas (and normalization).
The index i
123
of 3-component curves is completely defined by the following properties
(cf. properties 2.3, 2.4).
Property 2.6. i
123
does not change under perestroikas which involve only one or two
components but increases by 1 under positive triple point perestroika involving three
different components.
Property 2.7. On any curve ! with non-intersecting components !
1
W!
2
"!
2
W!
3
"
!
3
W!
1
"i
123
vanishes.
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Fig. 5. Signs of chords in Gauss diagrams.
The invariant i
123
depends only on the cycle order of the components. It changes sign
under reversing the cyclic order or reversing the orientation of any component.
3. CHORD DIAGRAMS AND GAUSS DIAGRAMS
3.1. Gauss diagrams
A generic curve ! may be encoded by its Gauss diagram G! . The Gauss diagram is the
immersing circle with the preimages of each double point connected with a chord. For
technical reasons it will be convenient to consider based Gauss diagrams, i.e. to assume that
there is a marked base point on S1 (distinct from the endpoints of chords). The choice of
a base point and the orientation of the circle define an ordering (1, 2) of directions of
outgoing branches in each double point of the curve. The corresponding chord can
therefore be equipped with a positive (negative) sign if the frame (2, 1) orients the plane
positively (negatively) (see Fig. 5). Our definition differs by a sign from a similar definition of
[1] and coincides with the one [10]. Some important classes of curves and the correspond-
ing Gauss codes are depicted in Fig. 10.
Remark 3.1. Note that the signs of chords depend on the choice of base point: if we move
it through a double point, the sign changes to the opposite (Fig. 5). Signs also change if we
reverse the orientation of the curve.
Remark 3.2. The same information about the curve can, of course, be encoded without
this ambiguity in the choice of base point and orientation by means of arrows: one can
orient the chords of Gauss diagram so that the frame of outgoing branches (beginning of
arrow, end of arrow) orient the plane positively. All the formulas for the invariants may be
rewritten in this way, though unfortunately this leads to much bulkier expressions. This was
one of the reasons that determined our choice. Another reason is that the setup with signs
fits better in the underlying interpretation of the invariants as of relative degrees of some
maps, which was our starting point. We are planning to address this question elsewhere.
3.2. Chord diagrams and their representations
A (based, generic) chord diagram is an oriented circle with a base point and several
chords endowed with multiplicites 1 or 2 and having distinct endpoints. By a degree of
a chord diagram we mean a sum of multiplicites of its chords. Further we consider chord
diagrams up to isomorphism (i.e. orientation-preserving homeomorphism of the circle
mapping a basepoint and chords of one diagram to chords of another preserving multiplic-
ites). We will depict multiplicity 2 of a chord by thickening it.
By a representation / : APG of a chord diagram A in a Gauss diagram G we mean an
embedding of A to G mapping the circle of A to the circle of G (preserving orientation), each
of the chords of A to a chord of G and a basepoint to a basepoint. For such a representation
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Fig. 6. Diagrams of degrees 1 and 2.
we define sign(/)"< sign(/(c ))m(c) by taking the product over all chords c of A of signs of
the chords / (c) in G with the multiplicity m(c)of c. Denote by (A, G) the sum
(A, G)" +
/ :APG
sign(/)
over all representations / :APG.
Let A be the vector space over Q generated by chord diagrams. (A, G ) may be extended
to A3A by linearity. A degree of A is the highest degree of the diagrams in A.
3.3. Gauss diagram invariants
Note that by its definition SA, G!T is an invariant of a regular homotopy class of based
generic curve ! for any A3A. Since Gauss diagram is a complete invariant of sherical
curves, it is natural to expect that the invariants obtained in this way (we will call them
Gauss diagram invariants) give an extensive class of elementary numerical invariants of
curves. We start from the study of these invariants (we will call them Gauss diagram
invariants) in the simplest cases, i.e. for low degrees of A. As we will see below, the invariant
of degree 1 is well-known. Moreover, in Section 4 that J$, St can be realized as Gauss
diagram invariants of degree 2. The general case of degree m invariants is considered in
Section 5.
3.4. Invariants of degree 1
There is only one chord diagram A
1
of degree 1, shown in Fig. 6. Recall that the Whitney
function w (x) of the base point x3! is defined as a sum of signs w (x )"!+ sign(c) of all
double points c of ! (see e.g. [1]; the negative sign appears because of our sign convention).
Therefore, we immediately obtain
SA
1
, G!T"!w(x)"ind(! )!ind(x ) (1)
since it is well known, that w (x)"ind(x )!ind (!), where ind (!) is the index of ! and ind(x )
is the index of the base point (defined as the number of half-twists of the vector connecting
x to a point moving along the curve from x to itself or, alternately, the sum of indices of two
regions adjacent to x).
3.5. Invariants of multi-component curves
The constructions of this section can be generalized to n-component based curves (with
ordered components) by considering diagrams with n circles. In this case the sign of a chord
connecting ith and jth components, i(j, is defined by an orientation of the frame ( j, i ) of
outgoing branches in the corresponding double point. Thus, in particular, the signs of
chords connecting different components are independent of the choice of base points on the
components. Examples of multi-component chord diagrams A
2
, C of degrees 1 and 2 are
depicted in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 7. Perestroikas of Gauss diagrams.
The diagram A
2
is the only non-trivial 2-component chord diagram of degree 1. It is
easy to observe that SA
2
, G!T is the intersection index of two components of ! (hence
equals 0). We will use this simple, but important, fact in future.
4. GAUSS DIAGRAM INVARIANTS OF DEGREE 2: J$ St AND i123
4.1. Gauss diagram formulas for J$, St
There are four 1-component chord diagrams B
1
, B
2
, B
3
and B
4
of degree 2, see Fig. 6
(recall that a thick chord denotes multiplicity 2).
Let ! be a (generic) plane curve. Denote by n the number of double points of ! and by
ind(! ) its index. It is easy to see that SB
1
, G!T"n; consideration of the other diagrams lead
us to one of the important results of this paper.
THEOREM 1. Choose a base point on ! and denote by G! the corresponding Gauss diagram
of !. „hen
J`(! )"SB
2
!B
3
!3B
4
, G!T!
n!1
2
!ind(! )2
2
J~ (!)"SB
2
!B
3
!3B
4
, G!T!
3n!1
2
!ind(! )2
2
(2)
St (!)"1
2
S!B
2
#B
3
#3B
4
, G!T#
n!1
4
#ind(! )2
4
.
In particular, the expressions on the right-hand side are independent of the choice of base point.
Proof. Changes of Gauss diagrams under positive direct self-tangency, inverse self-
tangency and one of the cases (others are similar) of the triple-point perestroikas are
depicted in Fig. 7. Let us consider a direct self-tangency case. As a result of this perestroika
n increases by 2 and a pair of new chords (with the opposite signs) appear in G! . Clearly, all
the representations of B
2
, B
3
and B
4
which existed before the perestroika will still exist after
it. All the new representations of B
2
and B
3
will be in pairs with canceling out signs. For
B
4
the situation is the same, except for the only new representation / :B
4
PG! in which
both new chords of G! appear in / (B4 ). Therefore, SB2 , G!T and SB3 , G!T do not change
while SB
4
, G!T decreases by 1. This shows that the expressions in (2) satisfy the needed
properties of J$, St under a direct self-tangency perestroika. Similar careful analysis for the
rest of the cases proves that the expressions (2) above satisfy all the Properties 2.2—2.5 of the
invariants.
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Fig. 8. Smoothening the curve.
The only nontrivial fact is the invariance of (2) under the change of the base point. When
the base point moves through a double point c of !, the only changes occur in the terms
corresponding to representations where one of the two chords of a chord diagram maps to
c. The terms corresponding to B
2
and B
3
then exchange (due to the change of sign of c, see
Remark 3.1), so SB
2
!B
3
, G!T is preserved. It remains to notice that the sum of signs of
representations of B
4
where one of the chords maps to ! is equal to 0. Indeed, this sum is
just the intersection index of two curves obtained from ! by smoothening in c; see Fig. 8
and Section 3.5. K
4.2. Gauss diagram invariants of spherical curves
Consider the invariants J$
S
and St of spherical curves introduced in Section 2.4. From
Theorem 1 we immediately obtain the following simple Gauss diagram formulas for J`
S
#n
and St
S
.
COROLLARY 1.
J$
S
(! )"SB
2
!B
3
!3B
4
, G!T!
n!1
2
St
S
(! )"1
2
S!B
2
#B
3
#B
4
, G!T#
n!1
4
.
4.3. An expression for J##2St
From (2) we immediately obtain J`"J~#n as expected. Moreover, answering a ques-
tion posed by Arnold about a formula for J`#2St, we obtain the following equality:
COROLLARY 2.
J` (!)#2St(! )"!2SB
4
, G!T. (3)
In particular case of curves having planar Gauss diagrams, the last term disappears and
(3) implies the result of [3]. It should be also mentioned that this expression appears as well
in the discussion (see Section 6.4) of relation of J$, St with Vassiliev knot invariants.
4.4. More formulas for strangeness
Formula (2) for St (!) can be significantly simplified. Note first that since !w (x)"
ind(! )!ind(x ) is given by (1), its square w(x )2"(ind(!)!ind (x))2 can be obtained from
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Fig. 9. Curves C
n,k
, A
n,k
and their Gauss diagrams.
a similar formula involving a square of the chord diagram A
1
, i.e. a sum of all possible
superpositions of two copies of A
1
. Indeed, one readily obtains
(ind(!)!ind(x ))2"SB
1
#2B
2
#2B
3
#2B
4
, G!T"2SB2#B3#B4 , G!T#n.
Now, choose a base point x on the exterior contour. Then ind (x)"$1 (see Section 3.4),
so comparing the expression above with (2) we derive
COROLLARY 3. ‚et the base point x of ! be chosen on the exterior (so that ind(x )"$1).
„hen
St(! )"!SB
2
, G!T#
ind (!)2
2
Gind(!)
2
. (4)
4.5. External values of St
Consider the curves C
n,k
and A
n,k
, n, k*0 with n double points and
ind"$(n#1!2k) depicted in Fig. 9 with the corresponding Gauss diagrams.
If was conjectured by Arnold and proved later in [10] that the minimal and maximal
values St
.*/
(n, k ) of St in the class of curves with n double points and index
ind"$(n#1!2k ) are attained on the curves C
n,k
and A
n,k
, respectively. We readily
obtain a simple proof of this fact.
THEOREM 2 (cf. Shunakorich [10]). „he minimal and maximal values St
.*/
(n, k),
St
.!9
(n, k) of St in the class of curves with fixed number of double points and fixed index are
attained on the curves C
n,k
and A
n,k
respectively.
Proof. Consider any curve !
n,k
with n double points and index $(n#1!2k); choose
a base point x on the exterior contour and an orientation of !
n,k
so that ind(x)"1. Then by
(1) a Gauss diagram of !
n,k
should have n of which have negative sign and n!k positive if
the index is n#1!2k; if the index is equal to !(n#1!2k), there should be n!k#1
chords with negative sign and k!1 with positive (note that this can happen only if k’0).
The result about St
.*/
(n, k) and St
.!9
(n, k) now easily follows from 3 and Fig. 9. K
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4.6. Gauss diagram formulas for i123
Consider the chord diagram C depicted in Fig. 6. All other based 3-component diagrams
of degree 2 with chords connecting all 3 circles may be obtained from C by reorderig of
components. For Gauss diagrams of 3-component curves !"!
1
X!
2
X!
3
, we can modify
the definition of sign for chords connecting different components using the cyclic order of
the components rather than the usual order. In other words, we reverse the sign of all chords
connecting !
3
with !
1
. With this correction, the Gauss diagram invariant SC, G!T turns out
to be the index i
123
discussed in Section 2.5.
THEOREM 3. Choose a base on the second component of generic 3-component plane curve
! and denote by G! the corresponding based Gauss diagram of !. „hen i123 (!)"SC, G!T. In
particular, SC, G!T is independent of the choice of base point.
Proof. The proof repeats the one of Theorem 1. Obviously, SC, G!T does not change
under any perestroikas which involve only one or two components and vanishes on any
curve with non-intersecting components. Under any positive triple point perestroika
involving all 3 components, SC, G!T is easily seen to jump by 1. Finally, the independence of
the choice of base point on !
2
follows from the same argument as used in Theorem 1.
Indeed, as the base point moves through e.g. an intersection c3!
2
WGamma
3
, SC, G!T
changes by the sum of all representations of A where one of the chords maps to c. The
second chord is mapped to any chord connecting Gamma
1
and Gamma
2
, therefore this sum
is just the intersection index of Gamma
1
with Gamma
2
and equals 0. K
5. INVARIANTS OF FINITE DEGREE AND GAUSS DIAGRAM INVARIANTS
5.1. Invariants of finite degree
Arnold [1, 2] defines the invariants of generic plane curves of degree one. We define the
invariants of finite degree for generic curves in a more general way following the approach
of Vassiliev for knot invariants.
The degree is defined as follows. Due to the existence of natural coorientation of the
discriminant strata any invariant of generic plane curves may be extended inductively to
singular curves with m(m"1, 2,2) self-tangency or triple-point singularities by resolving
each singular point (similarly to the case of Vassiliev knot invariants) in two ways and
taking the difference of values of the invariant on the curves with the positively and
negatively resolved singularity. An invariant of plane curves is said to be degree less or equal
m, if it vanishes on any singular curve with at least m#1 self-tangency or triple points. Of
course, a more refined notion of degree may be introduced by the consideration of degrees
relative to the strata of direct or inverse self-tangencies and triple points separately.
The local invariants (thus J$ and St) remain of order 1 in our sense. In addition,
though, there are infinitely many non-local invariants of order 1. For J`-theory they
include the coefficients of the linking polynomial of [1] or of the invariant introduced in [8].
For St-theory they include the terms St of splitting of St introduced in [10].
5.2. Gauss diagram invariants are finite degree
Clearly any base-point independent Gauss diagram invariant is an invariant of plane (or
spherical) curves. It is natural to ask whether any such invariant is of finite degree and if yes,
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what is the bound for the degree. As we have seen in Theorem 1, the first degree invariants of
curves J$, St are of degree 2 as Gauss diagram invariants. It turns out to be a particular
case of a general relation between Gauss diagram invariants and finite-degree invariants of
curves.
THEOREM 4. ‚et A3A be a linear combination of chord diagrams of degree less or equal to
m. Suppose that the Gauss diagrams invariant SA, G!T in independent of the choice of base
point for any plane curve !. „hen SA, G!T is an invariant of plane curves of degree less or
equal to [m/2].
Proof. As any invariant of curves, I (!)"SA, G!T may be extended to singular curves
with t"1, 2,2 singularities as in Section 5.1. Let ! be a singular curve with n’[m/2]
singularities (either self-tangencies or triple). We want to show that (! )"0
Choose an ordering 1, 2,2 , n of singularities of !. Let p"(p1 , p2,2, pn ) be an n-tuple
p
i
"$1(i"1, 2,2 , n); let s(p ) be the number of !1’s in p. Denote by !p a generic curve
obtained from ! by resolving ith self-intersection, i"1, 2,2, n, in a positive way if
p
i
"#1 and in a negative way otherwise. Then I(! )"+p (!1)s(p)I(!p). Recall that I(!p) is
defined as a sum of signs over all the representations of A into the Gauss diagram Gp of !p .
Thus, I (!) is given by
I (!)"+
p
(!1)s(p) +
/ :APGp
sign(/).
We will show that the contribution of all the representation cancel out in pairs. Though
non-complicated, the proof is lengthy since several different cases are possible. Take
a representation / :APGp .
Suppose first there is a triple of chords in Gp corresponding to a resolved (say, ith) triple
point such that no more than one of its chords appear in / (A). Let p@ be obtained from p by
switching the sign of p
i
and consider a curve !p{ (obtained from ! by the ith triple point
perestroika). Then there is a representation /@ of A into Gp{ which coincides with / every-
where (except at most one chord in the neighborhood of this triple point), so sign(/ )"
sign(/@). Thus, the contributions of / and /@ into I (!) cancel out since s(p@)"!s (p).
Assume now that there is no triple point as above. In this case there must be a pair of
chords in Gp corresponding to a resolved (say, jth) self-tangency point such that no more
than one of its chords appear in / (A ). Indeed, otherwise in each resolved triple point and
self-tangency point at least two chords appear in /(A ), which contradicts to n’[m/2]. We
proceed with an argument similar to the above for this self-tangency point.
If none of the two chords corresponding to jth self-tangency appear in /(A ), we consider
a curve !p{ obtained from ! by the jth self-tangency perestroika. Notice again that there is
a representation /@ of A into Gp{ which coincides with / everywhere so the contributions of
/ and /@ into I (! ) cancel out as above.
If exactly one of the two chords corresponding to jth self-tangency appear in /(A), then
there is a representation /@ of A into Gp obtained from / by changing this chord to the
second one. But these two chords have opposite signs (see e.g. Fig. 7), thus once again the
contributions of / and /@ into I (!) cancel out. K
5.3. Existence of additive invariants of higher degree
As we have seen in Theorem 1, degree 1 invariants of curves J$, St are second degree
Gauss diagram invariants. Invariants J$, St are additive under the connected summation
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Fig. 10. Some chord diagrams of degrees 5 and 6.
of curves and are local in a sense that their changes after perestroikas are determined by
a local picture around the point of perestroika. Our technique allows us to generate easily
additive invariants of higher degrees, thus enabling us to answer the question of Arnold
about the existence of additive non-local invariants. For the moment we will restrict our
attention to St-type invariants, i.e. to the ones changing only under the triple point
perestroikas. The invariants of mixed type and J`-type invariants will be discussed in the
next section. Many examples of St-type invariants can be provided; e.g. consider chord
diagrams C
1
, C
2
, D
1
, D
2
shown in Fig. 10.
THEOREM 5. ‚et ! be a (generic) plane curve. Choose an arbitrary base point on ! and
denote by G! the corresponding Gauss diagram of !. „hen »5(!)"SC1!C2 , G!T and
»
6
(!)"SD
1
!D
2
, G!T are invariants of regular homotopy classes of generic plane curves
which do not change under self-tangency perestroikas are an additive with respect to connected
sum.
Proof. The proof is completely similar to the proof of Theorem 1. Invariance under
self-tangency perestroikas can be observed immediately by comparing the diagrams
C
1
, C
2
, D
1
, D
2
with Fig. 7. The fact that SC
1
!C
2
, G!T (and SD1!D2 , G!T ) do not
change when the base point moves through a double point c3! follows again from the
observation that the terms involving c which correspond to C
1
and !C
2
(to D
1
and !D
2
respectively) interchange. A consideration of the Gauss code of connected sum assures
additivity of »
5
and »
6
. K
6. INVARIANTS OF CURVES AND VASSILIEV KNOT INVARIANTS
The similarity of the Gauss diagram technique introduced here for plane curves and
considered in [8] for Vassiliev knot invariants suggests that finite-order invariants of curves
are closely related to Vassiliev knot invariants. Moreover, the original construction of J$,
St in [1] (by consideration of a discriminant hypersurface in the space of immersions
S1PR2) highly resembles the construction of Vassiliev knot invariants. Thus, one is
tempted to find some explicit correspondence between these objects. Indeed, different
simple relations between finite-degree invariants of curves and knots can be established and
give a natural way to generate invariants of curves from knot invariants.
6.1. From curves to knots
A simple method to obtain finite-degree invariants of plane curves from any Vassiliev
knot invariant »
m
of degree)m is by constructing a knot (or a collection of knots) from
a plane curve and computing the value of »
m
on this knot. There are different ways to
construct a knot starting from a plane curve.
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Fig. 12. Defining »
2
and » !7
2
for singular knots.
Fig. 11. Resolving singularities.
One of them is to lift a plane curve (or, more generally, a front, see Section 6) to the
corresponding Legendrian knot as explained below in Section 6. The method discussed
above leads in this case to J`-theory, i.e. to invariants vanishing on any singular curve with
triple points or inverse self-tangencies and having a degree less or equal to n on the stratum
of direct self-tangencies. The results of [5] imply that all the invariants of J`-theory may be
obtained from Vassiliev knot invariants by this method.
Another way is to consider a (generic) plane curve as a singular knot !LR2LR3 with
n self-intersections and to resolve the self-intersections in some specific way. We investigate
this possibility below, showing in particular that the expression J`#2St (which appeared
before in (3)) is closely related to a Vassiliev knot invariant of degree 2.
6.2. Weighted resolutions of self-intersections
Consider ! as a singular knot and choose an ordering 1, 2,2, n of its self-intersections.
Let p"(p
1
, p
2
,2, pn ) be an n-tuple pi"$1 (i"1, 2,2, n); let s(p) be the number of
!1’s in p. Denote by !p a knot obtained from ! by resolving ith self-intersection,
i"1, 2,2 , n, in a positive way if pi"#1 and in a negative way otherwise (see Fig. 11).
Let »
m
be a Vassiliev knot invariant of degree less or equal to m. One may recursively
define »
m
for singular knots by the rule depicted in Fig. 12(a). Resolving all the singularities
of ! in this way one obtains an alternating sum »
m
(!)"+p (!1)s(p)»m(!p). Unfortunately,
»
m
(! )"0 for any ! with n’m by the definition of »
m
.
But one can use as well more general resolutions of singularities, counting the contribu-
tion of each knot !p with a weight depending on s(p) (or, more generally, on p). Such
weighted resolutions lead in general to new non-trivial invariants of curves of finite degree.
We consider below two simplest cases of this procedure: the averaged resolution (where all
the resolutions are counted with the same weights) and the positive one (where the negative
resolutions of self-crossings are counted with 0 weight). We also study in details the
invariants of lowest order obtained in this way.
6.3. Averaged resolution of self-intersections
Let us consider the averaged resolution of self-intersections depicted in Fig. 12(b).
It leads to a non-alternating sum » !7
m
(! )"(1/2n ) +p»m(!p). By a straightforward
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computation of the changes of » !7
m
(! ) when ! experiences different types of perestroikas
one checks that it is a finite-degree invariant of plane curves with the following intersting
bound for the degree.
THEOREM 6. „he invariant » !7
m
of plane curves is an invariant of the degree less or equal to
[m/2].
6.4. Averaged invariant for V
2
Consider the construction of » !7
m
above in the particular case m"2. By Theorem 6 it
should produce an invariant of plane curves of the degree less or equal to 1.
THEOREM 7. ‚et »
2
be the »assiliev knot invariant of degree 2 which takes values 0 on the
unknot and 1 on the trefoil. „hen for the invariant » !7
2
of plane curves we have
» !7
2
(2)"1
8
(J`#2St).
Remark 6.1. Soon after our preprint [7] (where this theorem was first stated) appeared,
a similar result was obtained in a different setting by Lin and Wang [6] via the considera-
tion of the integral formulas for »
2
originating from the Chern—Simons theory.
Proof. It is easy to check that » !7
2
(! ) increases 1
4
under positive direct self-tangency or
triple-point perestroikas of ! and does not change under inverse self-tangency perestroikas.
It remains to compare the values of » !7
2
(! ) on the standard curves K
i
. We readily compute
» !7
2
(K
i
)"0"J`(K
i
)#2St(K
i
) for any i. K
6.5. Positive resolution of self-intersections
Another elementary way to obtain a knot from a plane curve is to resolve all the
crossings of the curve ! to positive double points to obtain a positive knot diagram !
`
.
A straightforward verification shows that the application of a Vassiliev invariant »
m
to this
knot results in a finite-degree invariant of plane curves with the degree bounded by m, so we
obtain the following.
THEOREM 8. ‚et »
m
be a »assiliev knot invariant of degree less or equal to m. Define an
invariant » 104
m
of generic plane curves by » 104
m
(! )"»
m
(!
`
). „hen the invariant »104
m
has the
degree less or equal to m.
6.6. Positive resolution invariant for V
2
Let us illustrate the theorem above by explicitly constructing an additive invariant
»104
2
of plane curves of degree 2. It jumps on both self-tangency and triple point strata of
discriminant (as we were informed by Gussein-Zade, there’s no additive invariants of degree
2 having jumps only on the self-tangency strata). The construction of » 104
2
is based
on a combinatorial formula introduced in [8] for the computation of Vassiliev knot
invariant »
2
.
Recall Theorem 1 of [8]. Let D be a knot diagram with a base point (distinct from the
double points). By a sign of a pair of double points we mean a product of their signs (local
writhe numbers). To compute »
2
(D ) we sum up these signs over all pairs (d
1
, d
2
) of double
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points which we pass (going along D from the base point) in the following order: under d
1
,
over d
2
, over d
1
, under d
2
.
Now, consider a plane curve ! and apply the formula for »
2
to a knot diagram D"!
`
obtained by a positive resolution of all the crossings of !. Looking at the Gauss diagram
G! of !, we can notice that the pairs of double points of D used for the computation of »2 (D)
correspond to subdiagrams of G! isomorphic to B4
(see Section 3 and Fig. 6) with
appropriate signs of the chords. Thus, the following theorem follows immediately from
Theorem 1 of [8] and the discussion above.
THEOREM 9. ‚et ! be a (generic) plane curve. Choose a base point on ! and denote by
G! the corresponding Gauss diagram of !. Denote by » 1042 (!) a number of representations
/ :B
4
PG! of the chord diagram B4 in the Gauss diagram G! s.t. sign(/(c1 ))"#1,
sign(/(c
1
))"!1 for the chords c
1
, c
2
of B
4
. „hen » 104
2
(! ) is an invariant of regular
homotopy classes of generic plane curves. In particular, it does not depend on the choice of base
point. »
2
is an invariant of degree 2 additive with respect to the connected sum.
7. INVARIANTS OF LEGENDRIAN FRONTS
7.1. Legendrian knots and fronts
As was shown by Arnold, invariants J$ of generic plane curves may be generalized to
generic (cooriented) curves with cusp singularities, i.e. to fronts of Legendrian knots. We will
briefly remind in this subsection some basic results and definitions which will be needed
further. Detailed treatment can be found in [2].
Recall that a contact element in a point of the xy-plane R2 is a linear subspace of
codimension 1 (i.e. a line) in the tangent plane. Its coorientation is a choice of one of the
half-planes into which it divides the tangent plane. Since a contact element in a point is
defined by its angle /, the manifold M"S„*R2 of all (cooriented) contact elements of the
plane is a trivial circle bundle over the plane: M:R2]S1. The natural contact structure of
M is the field of hyperplanes defined as zeros of the differential 1-form cos(/) dx#
sin(/) dy. By a ‚egendrian curve CLM we mean a Legendrian immersion of a circle
S1PM i.e. such that the tangent vector to C in each point lies in the contact plane. The
projection n (C)LR2 of a (cooriented) Legendrian curve CLM to the plane R2 is called the
front of C. In general, the front may have cusps (corresponding to singular points of the
projection n ). The (coordinated) front uniquely defines the Legendrian curve. Any (coor-
dinated) plane curve ! may be lifted to a Legendrian curve n~1(! )LM by choosing the
coordinating normal direction as a contact element in each point of !.
Remark 7.1. The index ind (!) of the Legendrian curve n~1(!) can be defined in terms of
its front ! as the number of twists made by the coorienting normal vector as it moves along
!. In a similar way, Maslov index k (!) can be computed as the difference between the
number of positively and negatively cooriented cusps of !, where the cusp is said to be
positively cooriented if the coorienting 1-form is positive on the orienting vectors in the
neighborhood of the cusp point and negatively cooriented otherwise.
7.2. Discriminant of singular fronts
One may study the discriminant geometry of Legendrian fronts similarly to the case of
plane curves discussed in Section 2. The hypersurface of non-generic Legendrian fronts has
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Fig. 15. Standard Legendrian fronts of index $i and Maslov index $2k.
Fig. 14. Positive direct and inverse dangerous self-tangency perestroikas.
Fig. 13. Cusp crossing and cusp birth perestroikas.
a more complicated structure. In addition to the strata corresponding to self-tangencies
and triple points, it has two new corresponding to cusp crossings and cusp births
(see Fig. 13).
Self-tangencies can be split into two types: we call a self-tangency dangerous,
if both tangent branches of the curve are cooriented by the same half-plane, and safe
otherwise. As shown in [2], the stratum of discriminant corresponding to Legendrian
fronts with dangerous self-tangencies has a natural coorientation. Namely, the positive side
of the hypersurface of dangerous self-tangencies is the one where the fronts have more
double points if the self-tangency is direct and less double points if it is inverse, as illustrated
in Fig. 14.
The space of Legendrian fronts of fixed index and Maslov index is connected (e.g. [1]),
so any local additive invariant is uniquely defined by its jumps under different types of
perestroikas and its values on some standard Legendrian fronts of index $i and Maslov
index $2k. We will work only with the invariants independent of the orientation and
coorientation of fronts, so we take standard fronts K
i,k
, i, k"0, 1, 22 depicted in Fig. 15
without specifying their (co-)orientations.
7.3. J` invariant of fronts
The invariant J` of Legendrian fronts is defined by the following properties [2].
Property 7.2. J` does not change under safe-tangency, triple point, cusp crossing or
cusps birth perestroikas but increases by 2 under a positive dangerous self-tangency
perestroika.
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Fig. 17. Diagrams with marked points.
Fig. 16. Signs of cusps.
Property 7.3. For the fronts K
i,k
, i, k"0, 1, 22 of Fig. 15
J` (K
0,k
)"!k, J` (K
i`1,k
)"!2i!k (i, k"0, 1, 22).
Remark 7.4. Note that for fronts without cusps a direct self-tangency is always danger-
ous, while an inverse one is always safe. Therefore, J` restricts in this case to the invariant
J` of plane curves defined by properties 2.2 and 2.5 in Section 2 which explains the choice of
notation.
7.4. Gauss diagram invariants for fronts
A minor modification of our technique enables us to encode Legendrian fronts in terms
of Gauss diagrams. To incorporate cusps in our approach we depict them by marketing the
corresponding point on the immersing circle of the Gauss diagram and assigning to it
a positive (negative) sign if the coorienting normal vector to the front makes a positive
(respectively negative) half-twist passing the cusp along the orientation of the front (see
Fig. 16).
Similar to Section 3.2, one can define chord diagrams A with marked points, their degree
(as a sum of multiplicities of all chords plus number of marked points), their representations
/ :APG and sign(/ ) (as a product of signs over all chords and marked points in
/(A)LG). The bracket SA, GT"+
( :A?G
sign(/) can again be extended by linearity to the
vector space of chord diagrams with marked points.
7.5. Gauss diagram formulas for J` invariant
To formulate our next theorem consider, in addition to diagrams of Fig. 6, new based
diagrams B
5
, B
6
, B
7
and B
8
of degree 2 with marked points depicted in Fig. 17.
THEOREM 10. ‚et ! be a ‚egendrian front with 2c cusps. Choose an arbitrary base point on
! and denote by G! the corresponding Gauss diagram of !. ‚et n` (n~ ) be the number of
double points of ! in which the frames of orienting and coorienting vectors of the intersecting
branches define the same (respectively opposite) orientations of the plane. Denote P"B
2
!
B
3
!3B
4
#1
2
(B
5
#B
6
!B
7
)#1
4
B
8
. Then
J` (!)"SP, G!T!
n
`
#3n
~
!1
2
!3c
4
!ind (!)2
2
. (5)
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Fig. 18. Perestroikas of Gauss diagrams.
Proof. The proof is completely similar to the proof of Theorem 1. First note that
n
`
increases by 2 after positive dangerous direct (or safe inverse) self-tangency perestroika,
while n
~
decreases by 2 after positive dangerous inverse (or safe direct) self-tangency
perestroika. The verification of the properties of the expression above under self-tangency
perestroikas now mimics the one of Theorem 1. The additional verification of invariance
under perestroikas of Fig. 13 is straightforward and follows from the careful analysis of the
corresponding changes of Gauss diagrams shown in Fig. 18 (for one of the orientations of
the curve) and the behavior of n$ . K
7.6. J~ invariant of fronts
Considering in a similar way the discriminant of safe self-tangencies, one obtains an
invariant J~ of Legendrian fronts extending the corresponding invariant of plane curves.
Comparing the properties of J`!J~ and n
`
!n
~
!c under different types of peres-
troikas and their values on the basic fronts one immediately obtains that J`!J~"
n
`
!n
~
!c generalizing the equality J`!J~"n for curves.
7.7. Generalization of St to fronts
One may also try to obtain a generalization of St to the case of Legendrian fronts. The
consistency check for jumps under triple point, cusp crossing and cusps birth perestroikas
leads to a natural candidate St@ to this role. Define St@ by the following properties.
Property 7.5. St@ is an invariant of regular homotopy of Legendrian fronts, independent
of the choice of orientation and coorientation.
Property 7.6. St@ does not change under self-tangency and cusps birth perestroikas, but
increases by 1 under a positive triple point perestroika.
Property 7.7. St@ increases (decreases) by 1
2
under a cusp crossing perestroika shown in
Fig. 18(a) (Fig. 18(b), respectively).
Property 7.8. For the fronts K
i,k
, i, k"0, 1, 22 depicted in Fig. 15,
St@(K
0,k
)"k
2
, St@(K
i`1,k
)"i#k
2
(i, k"0, 1, 22).
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Fig. 20. Defining J`, St for fronts.
Fig. 19. Cusp resolution.
The invariant defined in this way is easily seen to be additive, local and independent on
the orientation and coorientation of fronts. An explicit expression for St@ (proving in
particular its existence) is given by
THEOREM 11. ‚et ! be a ‚egendrian front with 2c cusps and n double points. Choose an
arbitrary base point on ! and denote by G! the corresponding Gauss diagram of !. Denote
S"1
2
(!B
2
#B
3
#B
4
)#1
4
(!B
5
!B
6
#B
7
)!1
8
B
8
. „hen
St@(!)"SS, G!T#
n!1
4
#3c
8
#ind(! )2
4
. (6)
Proof. The entirely repeats the proofs of Theorems 10 and 1 and is therefore
omitted. K
7.8. From fronts to curves: resolving cusps
There is a simple way to obtain invariants of fronts from the invariants of curves in the
spirit of Sections 6.1 and 6.2. Namely, one may construct a collection of curves from a front
and then consider a weighted sum of values of some invariant on these curves. Similar to
Section 6.2, to get a collection of curves from a front we resolve the cusp singularities of
a front !.
Choose an ordering of cusps of ! and let p be a 2c-tuple with p
i
"$1, i"1, 2,2, 2c.
Denote by !p a curve obtained from ! by smoothening the ith (i"1, 2,2 , 2c) cusp point if
p
i
"!1 or adding a small kink if p
i
"#1; see Fig. 19 (note that we lose the coorientation
but we will not need it in what follows). Resolving all the singular cusp points of ! in
different ways we obtain 22c plane curves !p without cusps.
7.9. Averaged resolution of cusps for J$, St
We consider here only the simplest case of averaged resolution of cusp singularities of
! (in the spirit of Section 6.3) depicted in Fig. 20(a). This allows us to express J$(! ), St(!)
via the corresponding invariants of curves J`(!p ), St(!p) in the following natural way.
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THEOREM 12. ‚et ! be a ‚egendrian front with 2c cusps and the curves !p ,
p"(p
1
, p
2
,2, p2c) be defined as above. „hen
J`(! )" 1
22c
+
p
J`(!p ), St(!)"
1
22c
+
p
St(!p).
Proof. A simple check that +p J
$(!
a
) and +p St(!p) behave like J
$ (!) and St(!) under
the different types of perestroikas. The theorem then follows from the uniqueness of the
additive local invariants with these properties. K
An explicit Gauss diagram expression for J`(! ), St (!) in terms of !p is given (in the
notations used above) by
THEOREM 13.
J`(! )" 1
22c
+
p
SB
2
!B
3
!3B
4
, G!pT!
n
`
#3n
~
!1
2
!3c
4
!ind (!)2
2
(7)
St(!)" 1
22c`1
+
p
S!B
2
#B
3
!B
4
, G!pT#
n!1
4
#3c
8
#ind (!)2
4
. (8)
Proof. Follows from Theorems 12 and 1 after a comparison of the sum over p of the
normalization terms (including index and the number of crossings) in the experessions for
the invariants of !
s
igma with the corresponding normalization terms in (7) and (8).
Alternatively, it can be derived directly from the Gauss diagram expressions (5) and (6) for
J`(!), St(! ). Indeed, notice that G!p may be obtained from G! by the rule depicted in Fig.
20(b). Therefore, the terms involving B
5
, B
6
and B
8
in (5) and (6) contribute to the B
2
-terms
of (7) and (8), while the terms involving B
7
contribute to the B
3
-terms of (7) and (8).
Checking the coefficients of the diagrams we readily obtain the result. K
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